Prevent Engineering License Checkout Abuse!
You might be surprised to know that on a 24x7 basis, most engineering licenses
are only used 30% of the time. 70% of the time they are sitting idle!
On the other hand, Monday-Friday, 8-5, you may have Engineers hoarding a
license, so it is there if/when they need it. Or you may have Engineers checking
out multiple licenses of the same tool. Neither of these scenarios are good and
will unnecessarily lead to increased License counts and costs.
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The purpose of this white paper is to
look at a tool that will help minimize
license checkout abuse, will lead to
optimized usage and lower
engineering license costs.
Remember, floating licenses are like books
in a library. You buy 10 and they sit on the
shelf. Wouldn’t it be nice to know that you
never needed more than 5 books?
The heatmap shows the 24x7 usage of all
the activity throughout the day. The neatly
organized (and vibrant) information puts
into perspective the way assets are being
used (checked out) or when denials are
occurring.
A denial is recorded when a book is not
available because they are all checked
out.
Visualize License Checkout Patterns
Knowing usage patterns will save you both
engineering time and money. Heatmaps
will visually show you when licenses are
used in a 24x7 graph, and when licenses
are not being used.
Visualizing data in different ways can allow
management teams to identify issues.
LAMUM provides checkout and denial
heatmaps per license increment/feature.
A great visual tool that can be used in
reports or linked to via URL, to help
explain peak or low use.
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Can you squeeze out more usage from existing licenses by letting engineers know
that licenses are available at non-peak times?
Knowing trends of usage is also important.
Engineers will stay away for peak use times,
tend to fill in the gaps, reduce denials and
delays associated with that. LAMUM provides
both Checkout Heatmaps and Denial
Heatmaps.
Engineers will tend to stop hoarding licenses
if they realize that other Engineers can see
how long they have had a license checked
out.
The denials heatmap shows the days and times when denials are occurring. These graphs are
helpful for engineers to better manage their workloads by knowing when licenses are available
or when they may need to wait.
In many global companies, engineering teams are spread around the world. Are you
responsible for hundreds of Autodesk, Siemens PTC, Creo or SolidWorks licenses?
In order to properly size your CAD / CAE / EDA / PLM License inventory, you need visibility into
what you have now, current usage, and “usage” based on upcoming staffing levels, what you
will need in the future. LAMUM will show you past and current demand for Licenses, as well as
trends going forward. From this, you can determine your needs now, 6 months and a year from
now.
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LAMUM provides all this capability and
will also show you:
Usage times by:
Application*
Engineers*
“Groups” of engineers
Average checkout time
Average number of concurrent Users
over any given time period
How many times you hit “Max
capacity” in a given time period
Denials by Application
Denials by Engineer
*Listed according to total length of
checkouts, or by number of checkouts.

User Detail Reports:
Usage Report by User shows:
All Tools used by a specified Engineer in a given period of time.
Users Report by Tag/Tool shows:
The name of each User who used a given Tool, at a given Tag in a given
period of time.
How long each User used that tool in hours/minutes/seconds and as a % of Total.
Group Detail Reports:
Usage Reports by Group shows all Tools used by members of the Group in a
given period of time.
Group Report by Tag/Tool shows:
How long each Group used a given Tool, at a given Tag, in a given period of time.
How much each Group used that tool in hours/minutes/seconds and as a % of
Total.
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What if the Engineer could submit an Alert Request to be notified when a
license becomes available?
That could free the Engineer to work on other tasks, until a license becomes
available. Otherwise, they waste time checking, and checking, and checking. When
the Alert arrives, he/she could then go get the license and start working on that
project. Imagine how much time that would save them. LAMUM's "Available License
Alert" will improve engineer productivity.

What if you could you set a limit on how long a license could be checked out?
This would be particularly important with very expensive or highly contested licenses.
Some applications have a built-in timeout, but most do not. LAMUM allows you to set
check out time limits. If the limit is reached you will receive an Alert, and if you want,
LAMUM can send a Warning Message to the Engineer.

How could you analyze and Engineer’s usage?
LAMUM can produce a report for any Engineer, for any time period, to show all
applications used by that Engineer, and all checkouts. From that you can see if
hoarding is occurring, or if multiple licenses are being concurrently used.
LAMUM can produce numerous reports to determine your Concurrent License
needs, licenses per server, Restriction type, for any time period. LAMUM can help
you determine if you can go from WAN to LAN, or LAN to Node-locked, or just the
opposite.
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Reports Including (See more):
Current Overview Gas Gauges - Monitor usage almost in real-time to monitor: Tag Name
(Port@Host), Capacity, users who have a license checked out, time a license has been checked,
total time in use, revoke an over-checked out license and reminders.
License Concurrency Graph - View a summary of each license type used to determine that the
correct number of licenses are being maintained. By monitoring the concurrency usage of each
license, you can ensure that you are maintaining a correct number of licenses for multiple time
periods. Custom date ranges are available.
Usage Activity Graph - See trends for your department & assets - current capacity and peak
usages, licenses in use, average usage and what days of the week your usage is peaking allowing
you to restructure if needed.
Checkout Activity Heatmap - This heatmap shows the daily usage of all the activity throughout
the day. The neatly organized (and vibrant) information puts into perspective the way assets are
being used.
Zero-Usage Report - It is certainly important to talk about what is being used, how much, by
whom, etc. But it is equally important to look at what is not being used. The Zero Usage report does
just that. It shows all features/tools that were not used in a specified period of time.
Top 10 Users - This graph shows your Top 10 Users of this tool in this time period, both in duration
and number of checkouts.
Denials Report - The denials heatmap shows the days and times when denials are occurring.
These graphs are helpful for engineers to better manage their workloads by knowing when licenses
are available or when they may need to wait.
Averages Report - This table shows all features used in a given time period, the feature/Tag
name, Total usage time, Average checkout time, Average number of concurrent Users, # times you
hit “max” in that time period, and Total % of use.
With this information, you can more accurately determine your inventory needs, and potential savings
by eliminating unnecessary licenses. With LAMUM, you can monitor denials and tighten up inventory.
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Alerts (See More):
License Daemon-down Alert - Get an email Alert if a License server or daemon goes down. Clearly
you will want to get that server daemon back up and running ASAP.
Capacity Alert (Capacity Threshold) - Get an email Alert if all licenses for specified tool are checked
out, i.e., Capacity is reached, and “Denials” are eminent. If you are getting this Alert a lot you may
need to buy more licenses!
Long Checkout Alert - Long Checkout Alert allows you to set a “limit” on checkout time. Especially
useful for applications that are very expensive or highly contested. You can receive the Alert by email,
and you can automatically send an optional “Checkout Limit Warning” message to the User.
License Available Alert - Alerts an Engineer when a desired tool/feature License is available for
them to use. When all licenses are checked out, they don’t have to keep trying to get one.
Duplicate License Checkout Alert - Lets you know if someone has more than 1 license checked out
of the same tool, at the same time.
Denial Threshold Notification - Set Denial Threshold (limit) for any Tag/feature for any time period.
For more information, contact TeamEDA, 603-656-5200 or info@teameda.com. A brief 1-hour Demo can
be arranged where you can see some of these reports, and you will be able to ask questions from one of
our License Management Expert.

About TeamEDA, Inc.
TeamEDA are experts in the development and deployment of Integrated Software Licensing Management
for Engineering Applications. With its proprietary software, TeamEDA combines both License Asset
Management and Usage Monitoring into one integrated suite of services. LAMUM™ is a best-in-class
software tool that no manager’s toolkit is complete without. TeamEDA is headquartered in Manchester, NH.
Learn More: https://teameda.com/
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